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The paradigm shift from Economics to Tokenomics
As blockchain becomes a mainstream phenomenon it expands to other
domains, gaming industry is one of the leading domains of blockchain
applications. The implementation of blockchain technologies in the
gaming industry resulted in the development of their economy:
Tokenomics. Tokenomics consists of commercialization activities and the
invention of its cryptocurrencies:, metaverse and play-to-earn (P2E)
tokens. When 3.2 billion gamers worldwide [1] are considered,
cryptocurrency games are a huge & still profitable market and we are still
in the early-adopter phase of tokenomics that will continue its rapid
growth.
Play-to-earn (P2E) Crypto Games
P2E Crypto games is a gaming concept that allows players to earn ingame assets that are transferable to real-world currencies or resources.
The cryptocurrency gaming industry’s application of the P2E concept to
blockchain technology creates a disruptive concept since it generates
billions of dollars thanks to blockchain technology. P2E crypto games
build their own ecosystem by enabling genuine experience with realworld trading of NFTs, resulting in an open economy. It provides financial
benefits to players who add value to the gaming environment. The
generated tokens in P2E games are quantifiable representations of
decentralized and disintermediated trust.
[1] https://www.statista.com/statistics/293304/number-video-gamers/

What is NFT?
NFT (Non-fungible token) is a type of digital certificate built on blockchain
technology that guarantees ownership of a unique digital asset. Since these
NFTs are behaving as digital assets they are recorded on a public ledger,
thus providing the uniqueness of the ownership of that particular NFT.
Crypto Wallet
A crypto wallet is a method to secure cryptocurrencies or digital assets like
NFTs. While cryptocurrencies or digital assets are located in the public
ledger system, a crypto wallet is a medium to secure access to that publicly
available asset.

LATIFY is a P2E lifestyle app which enables
users to change their habits in a social way
while earning $LFY game tokens. LATIFY is
driving our vision to bring the wellness world
onto the blockchain. A new way to proceed
with transactions for wellness services via
cryptocurrency.
Latify has a structure to enhance the
experience of a habit change or lifestyle
switch to give its users tangible victories. The
gamification of the journey of weight
maintenance, a healthy lifestyle, and a
sustainable and balanced diet helps its users
to commit more. Gamification psychology
also supports the idea of a rewarding
mechanism.

What is $LFY NFT?
$LFY NFT is the coin users collect while using LATIFY. They will be able to
collect $LFY tokens when they invite their friends, log their progress in
habit changing, providing information about themselves, etc.
Imagine having your own personalized NFT evolving with you as you
progress on your nutrition journey. Depending on your choices, collecting
new attributes to your unique avatar, evolving upon time and personal
milestones completion.
LATIFY is planning on a full NFT integration. Companies, dietitians, and
users will utilize NFTs for rewards, gains, transactional payments, and many
more. Non-fungible tokens will be a vital part of the digital nutrition
industry because of their ability to preserve digital trademark and value
through provenance and ownership. LATIFY is well-positioned to take it to
the next level.

1. Information Gathering Rewards - Driving acquisition
Users will be able to earn 10 tokens when they complete their personal
information after registration.

2. Sharing Rewards - Driving acquisition
Users will have the possibility to share their progress in the Feed section.
Every time a user shares progress s/he will earn 3 tokens.

3. Referral Rewards - Driving acquisition
Users will have the possibility to refer to friends in-app through
personalized dynamic links to download the app. Each successful referral is
entitled to a bonus of 5 tokens, capped at a maximum of 10 successful
referrals per account.

4. Achievement-Based Rewards - Group Challenges - Driving user
engagement
Challenges will be published in-app for users to complete. Users can start
a journey alone or with a group. Our ecosystem allows us to measure the
time spent in live virtual groups and record all user activities recorded.
Users will complete the periodic (7-, 14- or 21-day challenges) missions to
win awesome rewards in 7, 14, and 21 tokens according to the challenge
they completed.

5. Achievement-Based Rewards - Personal Challenges - Driving user
engagement
Challenges will be published in-app for users to complete. Users can also
start a journey alone. Thanks to smartwatches, our platform allows us to
track users' exercise activities. Every time a user reaches an exercise
milestone s/he will receive 7, 14, or 21 tokens accordingly.

4. Achievement-based rewards - Personal Health Indicators - Driving
user engagement
Another user journey is about logging activities like water intake and
taking photos of meal consumption. Every time a user saves a meal photo
and shares it with the public users or every time a user logs 3 liters of
water consumption s/he will earn 5 tokens.

48% of the total token supply is allocated for Play&Earn. The goal is to
encourage users to join the LATIFY ecosystem. These tokens will be
unlocked on a quarterly basis within 5 years and distributed based on data
of the game. Tokens can be earned from our game ecosystem in the
following ways:
11% of the total token supply is allocated for extending the community
and community needs.
10% of the total token supply is allocated for the development need of
the project
16% of the total token supply is allocated to investors
5% of the total token supply is allocated for liquidity on the market
10% of the total token supply is allocated for core team
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Wicode's founding partners Deniz and Çiğdem are experienced in the
realization of advanced technologies such as Natural Language Processing,
Speech Recognition, and Platform Independent Languages in addition to
their software backgrounds of more than 10 years in the industry. Deniz's
responsibilities include project management and business development.
Çiğdem, on the other hand, takes the decisions about the software
architecture, ensures that it is implemented by software experts, and
supports the team when necessary. Koray is the team leader of the Latify
Project. He is a software engineer who is a Crypto & NFT Invest &
Enthusiast.
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Our team member working with Çiğdem - Koray:
Mertcan: Software Engineer. Responsibilities: Perform software
development activities on our Latify platform.
Our team members working with Deniz:
Uğur: User Experience Specialist. Uğur continues his doctoral studies in
the field of HCI at Koç University. His responsibilities are interface & user
experience design and user testing planning.
Dicle: Digital Marketing and Growth Specialist. Her responsibilities are
realizing digital marketing and growth activities in a way that reflects the
product vision and turns them into visual statements.
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